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Abstract:

Although the number of devices connected to the Internet or
some kind of intranet has grown tremendously over the last
few years, there is still no widely accepted and uniform
concept for designing applications that are able to meet the
diverse requirements of such heterogeneous systems. The
architecture that is presented in this paper overcomes these
problems by creating a vision of a Virtual Private Com-
puter that combines participating machines to a large,
omnipresent computer. The integral part of this architecture
is a programming model that supports the development of
network aware applications composed of components,
which are automatically distributed over the virtual com-
puter based on information about properties of the environ-
ment.

1. Introduction
The development of the Internet over the last few years

has been influenced heavily by two trends. On the one
hand, the number of devices connected to the Internet or
some kind of intranet has tremendously risen. Not only is
this caused by the increased number of traditional and net-
work computers, but more and more consumer devices like
settop boxes and intelligent communication devices are
connected to the network and are able to run applications
on behalf of their users. On the other hand this development
was also influenced by the introduction of new transport
media that allowed higher bandwidths at a significantly
reduced price, where the bandwidths of typical media that
are used by individuals range from a few kilobytes per sec-
ond (e.g., GSM, analog modems, ISDN) up to several
megabytes per second (e.g., ADSL).

Beside the possibility to transmit large quantities of data
like in audio or video streams, distributed systems also
allow to realize applications that exploit more then only the
local computer, or an additional server in case of a client/
server application, but can be distributed on a network of
computers. This allows to balance resource usage between
several hosts and therefore reduces the requirements to the
local machine, which is especially interesting for devices
that should be cheap and have only limited computing and

storage capacity. In these applications, the partitioning a
distribution of components has a huge influence on t
overall application and system performance. Common m
dleware systems for distributed programming assist t
application programmer in partitioning his program int
independent parts, which can then be started as service
different machines. Nevertheless, the partitioning as well
the distribution is statically done at development an
deployment time. This static approach was sufficient f
traditional client/server applications in an environment, lik
a local network, where the properties of the participatin
machines as well as their interconnections were known
advance. This is no longer true for a heterogeneous Inter
environment as both, the available bandwidth as well
properties like computing or storage resources of particip
ing machines are not known in advance and can vary d
matically in time. Although traditional middleware system
for distributed programming can help to partition applica
tions into smaller parts, they lack distribution mechanism
placement strategies based on environmental conditio
and mechanisms for transparently transferring code to
chosen host. To overcome the deficiencies of such syste
we propose an architecture that establishes the notion o
Virtual Private Computer(VPC). Participating devices pro-
vide resources to this virtual computer. Applications th
are started on the VPC are dynamically distributed on ava
able hosts to share all resources like processors, mem
secondary storage, and networking capacity. This redu
the requirements upon the local machine as the system
usually able to additionally exploit idle resources of othe
machines. Nevertheless, the user has still the imagination
a private machine, which his applications and data availa
wherever he contacts this possibly globally distribute
machine.

After a survey of existing possibilities to utilize a con
nection to a network, and an identification of their majo
deficiencies in Section 2, we will introduce our system
calledVirtual Private Computing. In this system, applica-
tion composition and distribution is based on an own com
ponent-oriented programming model, which is described
Section 3.1. Section 3.2 gives an overview over the mo
essential services that make up the runtime environment
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VPC applications and shows how they interact to distribute
and run applications. We will conclude in Section 4, with a
brief summary of all essential benefits that our architecture
brings for the field of globally distributed applications.

2. Paradigms for Realizing Network Aware-
Applications
Applications that should profit from a network connec-

tion to the Internet and the possibility to intercommunicate
with programs on remote hosts typically stick to a certain
programming paradigm for distributed computing. This
section will point out common deficiencies of existing para-
digms by showing how they can be used to solve an exem-
plary problem: A large dataset, e.g., gained by a computer
tomography should be examined by a human person.
Therefore, an application reads the dataset, extracts dedi-
cated parts like a slice through the given volume, does com-
pute-extensive analysis on this data and finally renders the
results to an image that is presented to the user. The user is
able to influence the extraction and analysis process as well
as the visualization interactively. Every paradigm will be
examined for the following criteria:

• Is it possible to share the workload between different
hosts and which communication costs arise from the
distribution? What are the demands upon the local
machine?

• Does the user have to be aware of code or data locality,
and does he have to care for code and data distribution?

• Is the user urged to know about static or dynamic prop-
erties of the computing environment, e.g., hostnames or
the current workload of participating machines?

• Is the computation location-independent, i.e., can the
user move to another, possibly foreign computer and
restart the application there to continue his work?

2.1. Non-distributed Computing

The simplest, however still most common approach is
non-distributed computation, i.e., code and data reside on
the local machine and the computation is completely per-
formed on this machine without any connection to another
host.This approach, which is typical for personal comput-
ers, has the advantage that no communication costs arise
and the machine is completely autonomous, which is espe-
cially beneficial for a mobile device. On the other side, our
sample application imposes huge storage and compute load
to the client host. Especially for small or mobile devices,
this approach is not practical. Moreover, the user is respon-
sible to keep data and code consistent if he uses different
hosts at different times.

2.2. Client/Server Computing

To reduce the computing and storage requirements
the client host, responsibilities can be transferred to a ser
host. A common approach is to store the data sets and pr
ably the code on a central fileserver and export it to clien
by mechanisms like NFS [3] or AFS [3]. For the clien
computer, only the computation requirements remain. B
this solution has two major drawbacks. Due to the amou
of data that has to be transferred and the access pattern
costs for local storage are now replaced by possibly hi
communication costs. Moreover, the client host is no long
autonomous but depends on the file server. Especially
case of a mobile computer, the access to this service can
be guaranteed all over the world without additional mech
nisms like VPNs. On the other side, a user is able to st
his application on every computer, as long as this host h
access to the server.

Another approach that uses the client/server paradig
additionally shifts the computation onto a compute serv
In our sample application only the displaying responsibilit
may remain on the client host. The client is now relieve
from storage as well as compute load, which allows ve
“thin” clients. However this approach requires a mechanis
to remotely display the results of the computation, e.g.,
using mechanism like X-Windows, VNC [14], RAWT [15]
or a commercial product like Winframe. Another drawbac
of this solution lies in the high communication costs fo
updating the remote display. Depending on the frequen
the user changes parameters in the sample application
the complexity of the transferred display data, this approa
needs a high bandwidth and low latency network.

But the most severe drawback of this solution lies in th
lack of transparency for the user. Not only does he have
possibility to delegate computation to a compute server, b
now he has the responsibility to find such a server that
appropriate for his computation. This decision has to b
based on considerations about the possible computing p
formance of the available machines, their current workloa
the location of the data the application accesses, and
communication bandwidth between the host holding th
data, the compute server and the client host. In most cas
the user will not be able to find an optimal decision tha
ensures best overall performance and at the same time m
imizes costs. Moreover, the user has to be known by t
compute server, i.e., he has to have appropriate permissi
to start an application there. For administrative reasons, t
will only be applicable in local departments, but in gener
not in a global range.
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2.3. Distributed Applications

The above solutions had in common, that the computa-
tion was always concentrated at one host, either the client
host or a compute server. To reduce communication costs
further, the application could be partitioned and distributed
over both hosts. In our example, dealing with the data and
the main computation can be done near to the data, whereas
the rendering and displaying parts can be located on the cli-
ent hosts.

This partitioning can either be done by the software
developer that knows the communication behaviour and
requirements regarding memory and compute performance
inside his application, or can be done by automatic parti-
tioning systems like Coign [7] that measures the communi-
cation behaviour in several profiling runs and uses this
information to find an optimal partitioning. However, the
application is still statically partitioned into a client and
server part. It is not able to react to changes in the runtime
environment, like the available network bandwidth or laten-
cies, and is still limited to a distribution over two hosts.

Another approach, especially for high performance com-
puting is known asMetacomputing. Originally intended to
bundle the performance of only a few special high-perfor-
mance computers, metacomputing has been extended to use
Networks of Workstations(NoWs) or even any willing com-
puter connected to the Internet in form of so-calledVolun-
teer Computing. According to the different types of
machines, there is a broad spectrum of systems, from sim-
ple communication mechanisms like PVM [4] or MPI [9],
over architectures like Mentat [1] and Legion [2], to Java
based systems like Javelin [5], Bayanihan [8], and Pop-
Corn [13]. Although they are able to partition applications
into many similar parts that can be independently distrib-
uted, they are not generally applicable because they follow
a fork-join approach with application parts that do no or
only little communication between each other.

2.4. Requirements for Fully Distributed
Applications

As can be seen from the above examples, a middleware
system that should be able to support fully distributed
applications in an network environment has to fulfil several
properties:

• To be able to adapt to different runtime environments,
applications should be composable of independently
distributable parts like objects or components.

• Distribution decisions should be made by the runtime
system with regard to application requirements and the
properties of the runtime environment (e.g., workload of
possible machines and the available bandwidth between

these machines). Neither the developer nor the us
should be urged to find a beneficial distribution.

• When a suitable host has been found, the runtime s
tem should automatically download the necessary co
for this architecture, without further manual assistanc

• Started application parts should be bound automatica
and interoperate via a location-transparent communic
tion mechanism.

• Due to the heterogeneity of the environment, differe
architectures and operating systems have to be s
ported.

• To minimize latencies for starting applications, code h
to be extensively reused. This at least presumes t
existence of some kind of code-caching facility.

• For the user, starting a distributed application has to
as easy and efficient as starting a local, non-distribut
application. Moreover, applications should be ubiqu
tous in the sense that the user can start his applicat
independent of where he is and which computer he h
at his disposal.

Our architecture calledVirtual Private Computing
(VPC) addresses this properties and consists of several
vices that have to be installed on every participatin
machine. Moreover it has an own programming model
realize the partitioning and distribution.

3. Virtual Private Computing
To overcome the deficiencies of existing systems, o

VPC architecture relies on components as distribution en
ties and a strict decoupling of component types and comp
nent implementations to maximize reuse. We assume, t
in the near future there will be a small number of standar
ization boards like the OMG, which will define interface
of commodity components, like for example spellin
checkers, spreadsheets, and word processors. We a
assume a system for uniquely naming these interfaces.
the other hand, there will be numerous companies that w
realize these components, probably in different languag
and for different platforms. Applications can then be bui
by exploiting this global component market.

Our VPC system uses these commodity components
software composition and provides the following addition
properties and services:

• Components get bound to applications at runtime b
mapping abstract component descriptions to real imp
mentations on demand via a component broker. B
using an abstract description instead of specifying co
crete classes, the runtime system is free to choose
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implementation that fits its needs best and reuse code
that already resides at the local host.

• The selection process can be influenced by additional
criteria like the actual platform the code should be exe-
cuted on, or the available resources. This allows an
automatic adaption of the application to its environ-
ment, e.g., by searching for component code optimized
for the actual hardware platform.

• Component code is downloaded dynamically and trans-
parently for the user, if it is not already contained in a
local component repository. Neither the user nor any
system administrator have to care for code distribution
and only the code that is really used is downloaded.

• If a typical user profile is known, implementations for
commodity components can be installed locally in
advance by the host administrator. This additionally
reduces the latency for most component instantiation
requests as unnecessary downloads are avoided. This
leads to a better scalability in the number of compo-
nents that can be used for an application.

• Component instances are distributed automatically via a
distribution service to optimize the overall system per-
formance. Users as well as administrators do not have to
keep track of the workload of machines, or the band-
width and latencies of networks. Additionally applica-
tion developers do not have to care about distribution
decisions either.

3.1. The VPC Programming Model

Different middleware systems favour distinct distribu-
tion entities. In modern systems this are either objects or
components. Our system relies on components as distribu-
tion entities for two reasons:

1. In many systems, most objects tend to be small entities.
As an example, a survey of over 4500 classes in the Sun
JDK 1.2 runtime library showed an average class size of
about 2200 Bytes. As downloading files over the Inter-
net involves high latencies these small class files usually
have to be clustered to larger entities like libraries for
efficiency reasons anyway.

2. Components are by definition software entities that are
designed for reusability. In our system, reusing compo-
nent implementations is a key property that improves
the overall efficiency. No statements are made about the
size of components in a VPC, i.e,. small self-contained
objects like a simple button can be interpreted as com-
ponents just as well as large modules like a spelling-
checker can be seen as a component, but we assume that
our system will offer the highest improvements for
applications composed of medium sized components.

In most component-oriented systems, components
only used in the development process. Existing compone
implementations are utilized for the assembly process
new applications. Several specification mechanisms or te
tual descriptions together with tools assist the developer
find appropriate implementations according to his requir
ments. Beside simple type checks, some systems supp
additional checks in form of pre- and postconditions fo
methods to prove the suitability of an implementation an
the correctness of the assembly process. However, the re
of these assembly process is mostly a single, monolith
binary application, which is intended to run in a non-dis
tributed fashion.The information about the internal stru
ture, the types of components and the requirements that
to the selection of a specific implementation are typical
lost.

In our VPC programming model, applications are no
assembled to a single binary, but instead a VPC applicat
is represented by a description of component types, requ
ment specifications and the necessary links between th
components. Our runtime system does late binding of co
ponents on demand, i.e., it searches for appropriate com
nent code and instantiates components at the first time th
are used. No component code or other application functio
ality is expressed in the description language, as comp
nents should be realized in the language that is best su
for the problem they solve. Therefore no complex program
ming language is necessary. Instead we encode the desc
tions in XML [6], which is already an approved means use
for similar purposes in form of XMI (XML Metadata Inter-
change, [11]).

Component Types:The description of component types
used for our VPC applications is similar to the OMG com
ponent model [12], but is enhanced by additional inform
tion. It bases on the concepts of interfaces, even
components, and connectors, which are expressed in XM
and are currently mapped to CORBA IDL, as CORBA i
our favorite communication platform. But our model is no
restricted to CORBA, alternative mappings would enable
to map our component specifications to other middlewa
systems like RMI or DCOM.

Interfaces: Similar to CORBA IDL, interface descriptions
comprise datatypes, exception types, attributes and sig
tures of methods. Multiple inheritance of interfaces is su
ported, with the same restrictions as in CORBA regardin
overriding and overloading [10].

Events:Events as a simple message passing mechan
are also supported by the language. Specifications
events comprise three parts: the type of an event, ev
sources and event sinks. Whereas event sources and s
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are part of the component description, event types can be
declared beforehand, similar to data types.

Components:Components are the units of distribution in
the VPC system and are therefore the central entity of the
specification language. Instead of a dedicated component
interface, components support one or more of the previ-
ously defined interfaces. A component must be able to hand
out references to objects that implement the supported
interfaces at runtime. Interfaces specify which services the
component offers to other components and how these ser-
vices can be accessed. Similar to interfaces, a component
can contain several event sources. Effectively, an event
source specified by a name and an event type is nothing
more than a special type of interface, that allows to register
one or more event sinks. Events are pushed to these event
sinks by method invocations.

Connectors:The counterpart of interfaces and event
sources are connectors. They specify points where compo-
nents can be connected with others and requirements upon
those components:

• Interface Connectors: This connector type declares, that
the specified component will communicate with another
component that offers a service with this specific inter-
face, i.e., interface connectors are directed, typed com-
munication paths.

• Event Connectors: Event connectors are the means to
specify event sinks. Binding an event connector to an
event source results in registering the sink object there.

• Component Connectors: These connectors express a
“uses” or “needs” relationship to another component.
They do not state whether or how the related compo-
nents will communicate, but can be used to initiate con-
nections of event or interface connectors. Moreover they
influence the selection and binding process of compo-
nents at runtime as will be shown later.

Component Implementations and Properties:The type
that a component implementation realizes is one of its
major properties. Nevertheless it is a well known fact that
this single property is not sufficient to select an implemen-
tation.To come back to our sample application, suppose for
example a component that reads the unformatted
volumetric data from a generic file component and offers an
interface to retrieve the values at arbitrary positions in this
three dimensional array. Although the component type dec-
laration will be able to precisely specify the interface that is
offered for retrieval and the connector to the file compo-
nent, there is generally no means to state which dataformats
a concrete implementation is able to read.

Our system allows developers to describe such proper-
ties for their implementations. They can annotate their code

with additional property declarations consisting of proper
names and values, which can be numbers as well as cha
ter strings. In case of character values, only single values
sets of values are allowed, whereas in case of numeric v
ues, ranges are also possible. This declaration, which ag
is expressed in XML, could for example be used to sta
that an implementation of the above mentioned compone
is able to read unencoded as well as run-length encod
data.

Application Description and Requirements:Based on
the description of component types, more complex co
structs like applications and compound components can
built, which are both handled similarly in the VPC lan
guage.Their description has to fulfil three basic tasks:

1. It has to state which subcomponents should be creat
for the application or the compound component.

2. It has to define how these subcomponents should be
connected.

3. In case of a compound component it has to map the
interfaces and connectors of the type it realizes to tho
of its internal subcomponents.

The most delicate task is the first one, as it resembles
task of a human software developer who has to deci
which implementation to use for a component. A feasib
candidate has to implement the requested component t
and must usually also fulfil additional requirements. Refe
ring to the previous example, an application might reque
an implementation that is able to read at least the abo
mentioned formats.

Similar to the property declarations, our language ther
fore allows to specify which properties it expects from
component. Again, these XML specifications consist o
property names together with a single or multiple value
but now an additional comparison operator can be give
An implementation is said to be conforming to a require
ment specification if for every single requirement it has
corresponding property declaration that fulfils this require
ment. A property fulfils a requirement, if the comparison o
property and requirement values as a function of the spe
fied operator evaluates to true. The system currently su
ports the following operators:

Equals: Property and requirement values have to be equ
sets or ranges have to contain exactly the same value

AtLeast: The property values have to contain at least th
requested elements. Single values are interpreted a
set containing this value.
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AtMost: The property values may not exhibit values out-
side the specified set or range. Again, single values are
interpreted as a simple set.

Requirements can be globally specified for a subcompo-
nent of an application or compound component. Additional
requirements can be specified at a component connector of
another component. The latter is a sign that the specifying
component expects special properties from the target com-
ponents to which it wants to connect. All requirements, glo-
bal as well as those from connectors are collected and are
used by our component-broker service to find an appropri-
ate implementation.

But component connectors have further responsibilities
in an application: If the running application tries to access
the connector’s target component and there is still no con-
nection established, the connector can initiate this connec-
tion, either by initiating the instantiation of the target
component or by searching for an already running compo-
nent similar as in common trading services. If it succeeds, it
connects both components by connecting its subordinate
interface and event connectors, i.e., connectors are not
mapped to simple object references in the middleware, but
to first-class objects that can react on bind and unbind
request.

3.2. The VPC Services

Beside the programming model, our architecture con-
sists of several services that have to be installed on every
participating machine and which form the runtime environ-
ment for VPC applications. The figure below shows an
overview over the basic architectural services.

The central service shown in the figure is a CORBA-
compliant object request broker. This communication mid-
dleware was chosen because of its language and platform
independence, but every other middleware like DCOM or
RMI would have been equally applicable. All communica-
tion between distributed components of the application as
well as the VPC services is done via this system.

When a new application should be started at a host, the
application description is given to theLoaderservice. The

Loadercreates a so-calledSessionthat represents the appli-
cation on this host. After that, theLoader interprets the
application description and starts to instantiate the fir
components, which will be typically part of the user inter
face. TheLoaderasks theComponentBrokerfor an imple-
mentation of the specified component type that fulfils th
given set of requirements and conforms to additionally po
sible local policies, e.g., regarding the allowed language
TheComponentBrokerfirst searches through its localCom-
ponentRepositoryto find an appropriate implementation. If
it fails, it forwards the request to other brokers. Returne
component code is stored in the localComponentReposi-
tory for later use, before it is returned to theLoader.
Depending on the type of code, the Loader starts a suita
Context, e.g., for a component in Java bytecode, it wou
start an appropriate Java virtual machine. It is then the ta
of theContextto load the component code and instantia
the component.

Later instantiation requests are forwarded to theDistrib-
utor, which communicates with other distributors to find
suitable host for creating a component. This distributio
bases on information about the component that should
created, about the placement of already existing comp
nents as well as knowledge about the current conditions
the runtime environment, like workload or available ne
work latencies and bandwidth.

Every time a new component should be created at a ho
which was chosen by this distribution mechanism, its ru
time system checks whether there is already a runningCon-
text for the requesting application, and whether it fits to th
chosen component code. Although our system supports t
components that are realized in different programming la
guages co-operate in one application, for every type on
oneContextis started. All components of the same imple
mentation type share thisContext.

3.3. A Sample VPC Application

The next Figure shows the simplified structure of ou
previous sample application in a VPC environment. Com
puter tomography data is read from a file located on
fileserver by a component. From this huge data volum
parts, e.g., a single slice, have to be extracted and analy
by another component. The results are then rendered to
image and displayed at the user’s machine.

For the real application more then the shown comp
nents would be necessary but have been left out for clar
reasons.

Session

Context

Component-
Repository

Loader Distributor ComponentBroker

CORBA-ORB

Display Reader FileRender Stat. Extract.

Client Host Compute Server File Server
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There are two dedicated components in the application:
theDisplaycomponent and theFile component. Both are
fixed to their host for obvious reasons: the displaying com-
ponent has to run on the user’s host whereas the file compo-
nent should to be placed at the host where the real data
resides. All other components can be distributed freely by
the VPC. In the given example, aReadercomponents reads
the contents of the file and therefore reside close to the file
component. Depending on the workload of the fileserver,
the component that does the extraction process can either
be collocated with theReaderor can be placed on a com-
pute server, i.e., a participating machine with sufficient free
compute performance. This machine will typically also do
the required computations on the extracted data and will
forward the results to theRendercomponent. The place-
ment of this component now depends on the available
resources on the client machine and the available network
resources. In case of a low-performance machine, the ren-
dering component will also be placed at the computeserver.
Otherwise it can be placed on the client host. Independent
of the chosen distribution, the system will care for the trans-
mission of component code to the chosen host and the con-
nection of all components.

Beside the overall structure shown in Figure, the appli-
cation description will include requirement specifications to
control the selection process of implementations. For exam-
ple, for theReadercomponent a possible requirement
would be that it is able to read so-called RLE slice files.
Similar, the extraction component can be specified to allow
arbitrary cuts through the given volume, not only orthogo-
nal cuts.

4. Conclusion
This paper introduced a new software architecture we

developed for fully distributed applications and concen-
trated on the language, which is used to describe compo-
nents and applications. Moreover it showed the most
essential services that are necessary to interpret this
description and to distribute and connect components.

Components are not statically, but dynamically bound at
runtime via a component trading mechanisms that searches
in a potentially global software market for implementations
that fulfil an abstract specification. By using this abstract
specification instead of concrete classes, we raise the prob-
ability that a locally cached implementation can be reused.
This avoids unneccessary downloads and improves overall
system performance. Code that is not contained in a local
code repository is downloaded dynamically to any host
affected by the application without any further user assis-
tence.

Based on knowledge about the distribution of othe
application components and the properties of the runtim
environment, the system automatically distributes new
created instances onto suitable hosts and connects them
the application. Again, to avoid unneccessary download
instantiation and creation are done on demand, i.e., only
code that is actually needed gets downloaded to a host.

Exploiting these mechanisms, developers can compo
applications consisting of a huge number of componen
without regarding for distribution decisions. The system
cares for efficient distribution of component code an
instances. On the other hand, the user is able to start
favorite application everywhere, as long as he is able
access the application description, e.g., via WWW.

Beside the issues addressed in this paper, furth
research has to be done on topics like security aspects, c
trolling the distribution, administrative problems like
accounting for resource usage, licensing of components
the assumed component market, etc. Our short term tar
is the completion of our Java prototype to provide a testb
for new strategies and mechanisms. Sample applicat
should then be used to gain experience with the new p
gramming paradigm.
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